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I am honored to have been invited to come to CSIRO here in Canberra and deliver this talk. I
have always wanted to visit Canberra (and Australia), partly because of all the pioneering
pheromone research that has been done here over the years on the oriental fruit moth, a species
dear to my heart, by Dr George Rothschild and others. But another reason was because I wanted
to visit the labomtory of Dr Roger Bartell and talk with him about his work on the behaviour of
moths responding to pheromones. Unfomately, I am not able to do that,due to his death in
m some of what I am about to present,
1985. However, 1think he possibly might have a
and probably would have even found ways to put me on the spot by fmding holes in my work that
only he could have spotted. Thus, I dedicate this paper to his memory, and hope you will see that
in many ways, the work that he contributed so much to continues.
m e responses of male moths to sex pheromone obviously fascinated Roger Bartell, just as
they immedately did me when I entered the field of sex pheromone research years aftex he began
his work. He, following close behind Harry Shorey, was one of the few initial pioneers in resea~h
on pheromonemediated behaviour. While other early workers w m involved in uniocking the
mysteries of the structures of the phemmone chemicals themselves, Roger Bartell k a m e
enmeshed in trying to explain the sometimes maddeningly bgile nature of the male responses
(Bartell and Roelofs, 1973a). He and Shorey invented one of the key bioassay setups that we all
d i e d upon for years until wind tunnels for measuring upwind flight became widely used (Bartell
and Shorey, 1969). In trying to find ways to faithfully reproduce the responses day &r day - a
vexing problem with some species as we all know - he eventually began exploring ways to predictably &r their responses by pre-exposing them to phemmone (Bartell and Roelofs, 1973b
Bartell and Lawrence, 1973; 1976). In the process, he became an expert at understanding the
physiological and behaviod bases for the successlid disruption of mating by commercial
pheromone mating disruptants (Bartell, 1982). He did all this even though he had to (and later
chose to)rely on assays that were only correlated with upwind flight.
During the course of exploring various pre-exposure regimes for males, he hit upon the key
issue of pulsed versus CO~MUOW stimulation (Bartell and hwrence, 1 9 7 7 ~1977b). He recognizedimmediately the ramifications stemming h m his results that showed that pulsed pre-expos m was more effective in reducing male response lateran. He m n e d that pulsed preexposure
prevented adaptation of the antennal neurons, and allowed the more profound, longer-lasting
habituation of central olfactory pathways to take place. In his later years, he began correlating his
behaviod results with the nemphysiological underpinnings of behaviour, and, teamed with the
exprtise and knowledge of Eric Rumbo, he thus began to underfake a t d y neuroethoiogid
approach (Bartell, 1985; Bartell and Rumbo, 198Q.

As you will see in this paper, the neuroethological approach is one that I have also taken in my
work. Like Roger Bartell, I began fmt by trying to understand the behaviour, and also used the
extinction of the Rsponse as the powerful link with which to probe for neurophysiologi~c o n e
lates. The behaviod and neurophysiological events that I have been interested in are much
faster- in the order of seconds rather than minutes or hours - than were his. Nevertheless, one of
our recent findings is that the cessation of behaviour in some moths is correlated with the adaptation of antennal neurons, a result he might have found pleasing. To get to this point, however, we
should fmt look at what we know about the behviour of'some flying moths.

*

Dedicated to the memory of Dr Roger J. Bartell

Manoeuvring mechanisms
In order to control its direction and speed of d k p m e n t in the ho!izontal plane, a moth has
only two reactions available at any instant change its course angle (the direction towards which it
is thrusting, relative to the wind line)and change its ahpeed (its speed through the air mass next
to its body) (Marsh et al., 1978). The two main mechanisms known to be used for pheromone
source location by flying moths, optomtor ammotuxis (stt~ringwith respect to the wind)
(Kennedy, 194Q Kemedy and Marsh, 1974) and sev-steered coun&?rhir~ng
(Baker and Kuenen,
198%Kuenen and Baker, 1983; Baker, 1986 Kennedy, 1983). both ~ l ony these hvo behaviod
reactions. The direction of thrust (steering) can be changed by either yawing or m h g the body,
the l a m having been neglected over the years (Bakerand Haynes, 198T Baker, 1988). The
amount of thrust can be changed either by a change in total wing force (e.g., wing-beat kquez~cy)
or by a change in the vertical angle of the body relative to the w u n d (pitch angle) (David, 1986).
The changes in the strength and direction of the wing force in the horizontal plane m inextricably
linked to changes in lift (hence altitude) that are also under visual fedback control (David, 1986).
Altitude is also contxulled by pheromone-stimulated moths @'reis and Kramer, 1983). and thus
piaces restrictions on flight in the horizon& plane. Much more needs to be learned about height
control in pheromone-stimulated moths (Baker, 1988).

In opwmtor anemtuxis, feedback for the control of these reactions is derived visually h m
the apparent movement of images, especially the ground pattern, over the eyes (Kemedy, lW,
Kennedy and Marsh, 1974). m e mnml of come angle is a s k e h g reaction and conml of airspeed is a reaction related to the f o m of thrustcreated by the moth's wing movements.
In se#steered coumer~ningit is not known what external feedback if any, is employed
(Kennedy, 1983; 1986). The regularity in the tempo of countertums both in and out of contact
with pheromone (Baker and Haynes, 19m, Willis and Baker, 1987) indicate that there is a motor
p g r a m underlying these reversah. l3us in the performance of self-steed countextumhg, the
direction and force of the thrust (course angle and ahspeed) may need no extemal feedback whatsoever. The tempo at which the p m p m e runs appears to be seâ by the concentration at any
instant (Bakerand Haynes, 198%Baker, 1% Kennedy, 1983,1986).

Then is now widespread agreement that pheromone-stimulated flying male moth use optomotor anemotaxis to progress upwind toward the source. There has been substantial disagmzmen&however, as to why the tracb of males flying upwind in a plume bave side-bsi& deviations back-and-forth across the windline, or zigzags. (J'rach of other species may be said to bop,
rather than zigzag. (Baker, 1988), but the question of side-to-si& &vialions remains). The
predominant evidence is that these deviations result h m males using self-steeredcounterhmhg
integrated with optomotor anemotaxis (Baker, 1988; Kennedy, 1986 Baker, 1986). T h m is much
support for the existence of countemming programs in -flying
males of sveral species
(Baker, 1988), among which is the temporal regularify of the Mend &viatiom (Willis and Bakex,
198% David and Kennedy, 1987). the continuation of the zigzags even in zero wind (BW and
Kuenen, 1982 Kuenen and Baker, 1983 David and Kennedy, 1987) and even the initiation of
counterturns in pheromone in zero wind (Baker et al. 1984). Optomotor anemotaxis poiarizes the
otherwise m e a n d e ~ gzigzags into an orderly upwind resultant, taking the moth upwind in the
plume to the source (Baker et al. 1984.
Not aU moths necessarily integrate counterturning with optomotor anemoraxis while flying
upwind in the plume (Haynes and Baker, 1988), but thus far it appears that all moths do so during
casting flight moments after losing the plume (Kennedy, 1983; Baker 1988). Casting flight is not
known to occur other than immediately after contact with pheromone, and thus pheromone m d ated flight may be considered to be both fight while in contact, or immediately following contact,
with pheromone (Baker, 1988). as occurs perhaps hundreds of times during flight within a plume
having a fine, filamentous s m m (Kennedy, 1983). The zigzag tracks of males not using wuntertuming while in contact with pheromone may still exhibit some (perhaps less temporally regular) zigzagging due to the moth rapidly losing and contacting the fments, and thus reiteratively
over split-second intervals beginning to go into casting behaviour (involving both counterturning
and changes in course angle (Baker and Haynes, 1987) and reverting back into positive memotaxis, attempting to fly straight upwind. This would be similar to the case originally envisioned by
Kennedy and b h (1974).

A m n t model invoking optomotor anemotaxis alone but with an error-plagued visual feedback system, as a cause of' zigzags (Preiss and Kramer, 1987) has been recently discredited(David
and Kennedy, 1987; Willis and Baker, 1987). Among the problems with this model were the fact
that tethered, rather than free-flying males were ~ s e dpreventing
,
u ~ e ~ h i c t emovement
d
in all
three planes of' rotation, which f'iiiled to measure lateral flight forces that would have normally
cccurred during free flight due to roiling (David and Kennedy, 1982 Willis and Baker, 1987;
Baker, 1988). Another recent moael invoking a form of chemotaxis called transvene klinotaxis as
a factor in zigzagging flight (Card6 and Chariton, 1984) has also k n refuted (Baker and Haynes,
1987).
A system which uses countemning during both upwind flight and during casting may have
several functions and advantages over straight-line upwind flight. It involves a cxxItinuum from
narrow to wide zigzagging (Kennedv et ai., 1981; Kennedy*1983), depending on pheromone concentration, which may help faciiitate contact with pheromone f-ents
in the plume, ~ i a l l y
during rapid shifts in wind k t i o n (Baker and Haynes, 1987). Secondly, the countertuming may
aid the optomotor anemotactic system in more rapidly detecting changes in off-axis image flow
due to wind-shifts, rhat might be below the visual th~sholdfor a longer period during directly
upwind flight (Baker* 1985; Card6, 1984; Kennedy, 1986). Graphoiita miesta males that wing
fan while wafking toward the some do not c o u n t e m at all, but rafher walk in a straight h e
directly upwind (Widis and Baker* 1987). Because they have contact with the ground, they get
their information about wind k t i o n from pressm differences across their bodies, and they do
not need to counterturn to optimize sensing the wind visually.

Behaviour and pheromone concentration fluctuations
The revelation that some male moths need intermittent, not time-averaged, continuous stimulation from pheromone, in order to perform sustained upwind flight fmt emerged in the form of
three papers (Kennedy et d.,1980, 1981; Kennedy, 1982). which showed that male Adompbyes
oruna would not progxcss upwind in a uniform cloud of pheromone, but would readily fly upwind
in a point-some plume placed in rhat same cloud. Something about the plume, conjectured to be
fluctuating stimulation created by its fine structure, evoked the sustained upwind flight. These
results were confmed with another species, G. miesta (Willis and Baker, 1984). Flying males
made a brief upwind surge when engulfed by the oncoming h n t of the pheromone cloud, but
within a couple of seconds they became anested and resumed wide cross-wind casting flight.
Arrestment (cessation of' upwind progress while in-flight) had been &scribed many times in
the past for G. moiesta males in excessively concentrated plumes (e.g. Baker and Roelofs, 1981;
Kuenen and Baker, 1982). The movements resuiting in arrestment are a brief' reduction in airspeed, an increase in the course angle, and no change in the wuntertuming fiquency (Willis and
Baker, 19881, f'ollowed quickly by increased airspeed, still further increases in the come angle, a
reduced counterturning frequency as the typical casting flight tracks develop (Baker and Haynes,
1987). The males' requirement for intermittent stimulation was then further experimentally
demonstrated (Baker et d., 1985) when G. moiesta males failed to zigzag upwind in continuous
clouds of pheromone but readily did so when these same clouds were pulsed and interspersed with
swaths of clean air.
Wright (1958) had earlier pointed out the existence and possible impomce of the fine struc-

ture of odor plums to behaviour. Murlis and Jones (1981) used ionized air and an ion detector to
investigate furrher the nature of strucmed plumes (Murlis, 1986). However, without the accompanying behaviod evidence (Kennedy et al., 1980, 1981; Kennedy, 1982; Willis and Baker,
1988; Baker et al., 1985) that the structure might actually affect the efficacy of the pheromone in
evoking upwind flight, Murlis and Jones' work might well have suffered the same fate as
Wright's, which was to be cited frequently, but its importance not truly understood.
Male moths, whether they are tiny pyralids or huge Po1,yphemus silk moths, usually respond to
the loss of pheromone within 0.4-0.5 sec by means of detectable shift from upwind flight casting
flight (Marsh et al., 1981; Baker and Vogt, 1988; Baker and Haynes, 1987). Male G. miesta have
the fastest response to pheromone loss measured in moths thus far, c. 0.15 set (Baker and Haynes,
1987). The reaction time (the change to more directly uuwind movement) in this species to an

increase in concentration is equally fast (Baker and Haynes, 1987); respom kitemies of mib~
of
other species to an increase in phemone concentralion have not been measmd.
The short latencies of mpoxm to the onset and loss of pheromone in G. moiesfu, coupled with
the knowledge that males flying upwind may contact phemmone filamentsonly once every second
or so (Baker and Haynes*1988) led to the realization that perhaps the zigzagging flight tracks of
this species are shaped not only by the c o u n t e m g and anemotactic systems, but also by the
spilt-second adjustments of these systems to the loss and gain of pheromone (Baker and Haynes,
1987). The reiterative change from more directly upwind flight to casting and back again might
occur several times each second, and change the width and angles of the track legs, sometimes
even resulting in sawtoothed-shaped tracks when the contact and loss occurs regularly accordhg
to left and right positions of the moth along its track (Baker and H a v , 1987). Both the memotactic and counterturning systems have this rapid reaction to fluctuating concentration, whereas
adjustments in akspeed occur much more slowly. The knowledge that behaviour can change after
encounters with single fdaments of pheromone has suddenly placed a heavy emphasis on understanding the reaction and rewvery speeds of neurons and synapses along sensory pathways. The
new awareness of the rapidity of behavioural w t i o n s has also resuited in a realization that we
must focus more on learning about the speeds of nemnal and biochemical reactions at the receptor and perkaptor levels (Vogt, 1986*1987).
Behaviour and pheromone blend quality
Another area of behaviod research that has produced substantial recent pmgreS~of profound importance to the field of phemmone research has been in the specificity of males*
responses to blends of different quantities and qualities. The primary advance has occurred with
recent work by L h et al. (1986, 1987) who demonstrated experbnemUy that, as first suggested
in experiments by Baker and Card6 (1979). males respond to a complete blend of pheromone
components at all distances from the source*and not to a h i e m b i d succession of individual
components at different distances (Howse et al., 1986 Rumbo, 1983; Bradshaw et al., 1983;
Nakamura, 1979; Nakamura and Kawasaki, 1977).
It has long been known that the optimum blend ratio of pheromone components is that which
most closely approximates the natural ratio emitted by females (Roelofs and Cad& 1977; Card6
and Baker, 1984). The recent evidence from both the field and the labomtory that supports the
hypothesis that this optimality is due to greater responses to the blend at all distances centres
around the fact that males exhibit the lowest behavioural thresholds (are the most behaviody
sensitive) to the full blend of components compared to partial blends or to individual components.
In a laboratory wind tunnel using Argyrotaenia velutinam, G. miesta and Trichoplusia ni both
upwind flight and s o m e location were elicited by each species' completeblend of components at
10 to 100-fold lower dosages than were elicited by pamal blends &inn et al., 1986). In the field,
the complete blend of G. miesta components was effective in evoking wing h m h g behaviour in
males at twice the distance from the some than the same dosage of incomplete blends (Linn & al.
1987).
What these results mean is that although male behaviour can be evoked by a partial blend of
components, it takes an inordinately high dosage to do so, much higher than to the complete blend.
This fact precludes the feasibility of two scenarios explaining how flight toward the some might
occur without the complete blend king involved. In the h t scenario, a male sitting or flying far
downwind of a pheromone-emitting female (she emits the complete blend) is thought to perhaps
be at a distance at which only his receptors specific for the most abundant component would be
f h g . Hence this component alone would cause the behaviour. The data, however, show if the
concentration at this distance is too low for the complete blend to cas a behavwwal response,
then it is defmitely far too low for this major component alone to do so.
A key p i n t that must be added here is that these behavioural &ta (Linn et al., 1986 1987) do
not preclude the postulated possibility of significant neuronal f h g from only the receptor cells
specific to the major component the &ta only remove the possibility that such f h g from one
cell type is sufficient to evoke behaviour. We must be careful to distinguish between the neuronal
detectwn of only one compound in a blend at great distances, and the behaviowal response to that
single type of neuronal activity at that distance, which is another matter entirely (Baker* 1989).

The f m e r is a virtual certainty*given what we h o w about emitted blends and the abundance of
Rceptor types on antennae (see below), whereas the latter simply cannot happen*according to our
best behavioural data thus far. In a second type of scenario*a flying male might intersect a
female-emittedplume at a distance close to the source at which the concentration of a partial blend
is above the behavioural threshold for upwind flight. Of course, the &ta show hat the concentration would also be even farther above threshold for the complete blend, and so again the complete
blend will be responsible for any upwind flight that occurs.
fis for its effect on nemphysiological r m h , this behavioural ffamewo** centered on the
importance of the complete blend, naturally places an emphasis on understanding the integrutwn
of nemnal activity in response to the individual components, and not merely d y z i h g the
EWnse thresholds and dosage-~sponsecurves of isolated, component-pfic pathways. This is
a profound change in perspective which is already leading to advances in un&rstanding odorquality encoding at the neuronal level of' the CNS.

Neurophysiologicalcorrelates of behaviour
Kennedy et al. (1981) hypothesized that adaptation or habituation was the underlying cause of
in-flight arrestment of upwind progress in moths entering cIouds of uniform pheromone. I then
hypothesized that the arresment that was ~ O U M ~observed
~ Y
in plumes from sources emitting
excessive emission rates or ratios of pheromone might be due to the same factors as arrestment in
clouds (Baker 1985). My hypothesis focused on the receptorsvand implicated the excessive concentration in the plume f - h e n t sas both exceeding the capacity of the receptors to register their
true concentration and also to degrade the excessive molecules fast enough to allow sufficient
m v e r y for a cell's accurate response to the next-aniving filament. The results of Rmbo (1983)
had earlier demonstrated how the concentration of such mpidly arriving pulses of pheromone can
be mis-registered due to insufficient disadaptation of the receptor neurons. My hypothesis thus
W e d an overt change in behaviour*the cessation of upwind flight, with short-term adaptation of
the receptor neurons and the subsequent attenuation of what under lower concentrations should be
a rapidly fluctuatingreceptor nemnal output (Baker, 1985).
A first attempt to experimentally test this hypothesis involved a mobile electroantennogram
(EAG) setup that could be used either in the laboratory or out in the field (Baker and Haynes,
1989). We found that the peak-to-trough EAG amplitudes caused by the individual f h e n t s of
pheromone in a plume did in fact diminish (attenuate) as an excessively emitting source was
approached by G. mlesta antennae, and that this reduction was correlated with the in-flight
arrestment of flying males (Baker and Hayna, 1989)*consistent with my hypothesis. However,
this study hdicaled that the amnuation does not need to be total, as I ofi@ly envisaged (Baker,
1985). Only a relative smoothing of the signal and reduction in receptor activity appeared to be
needed.
Moreover, since the level to which the attenuated signal was now reduced still exceeded levels
that had earlier been sufficient to evoke take-off and upwind fight, we concluded that arresment
may occur when reduced m p m r outputfollows higher receptor activity. The d e a r a d neuronal
output might then be registered as a decrease in concentration when in fact the actual concentration had increased. We already know that an actual drop in concentration due to flight into
clean air causes arrestment and casting flight (Kennedy and Marsh* 1974; Baker and Haynes,
1987)*and perhaps the ''decrease'' due to attenuation would also trigger arresment and casting.
EAGs are only indirect measures of' action potentials, the true signal that is transmitted to the
male CNS. Thus*although the EAG results were highly suggestive of adaplation-related effects
on behaviour, we recently obtained mrdings from single antennal neurons that provides a more
direct link between suboptimal upwind flight in the plume and conditions that interfere with individual antennal neurons' abilities to respond to rapid plume f-ent-caused
fluctuations. Males
of the turnip moth, Agrotis s e g e m , change from upwind flight to in-flight m b n e n t (stationkeeping) in response to an excessively concentrated, 300 pg plume of its three components
Wfstedt et al., 1985). No such arrestment is observed when males fly upwind to plumes fiom 3
or 30 pg sources. Recordings from antennal newns exposed to these same plumes 70 cm
downwind of' the source revealed that the f-king rates h m cells sensitive to (2)-5decenyl acetate,
the major component, decreased to near zem (adapted) within about 5 seconds after being placed

in the 300 pg plume, whereas such adaptation was not observed when these same neurons were
placed in the 3 or 30 pg plumes (Baker et al., 1988). In plumes from the 300 pg source, the cells
appeared unable to recover sufficiently from the arrivals of successive high-concentration
filaments in order to adequately fire in response to subsequent filaments. The biochemical
machinery of the sensilla appeared to be unable to handle these concentrations and clear away
pheromone fast enough such that the receptors had sufficient time to disadapt (Rumbo 1983).
Interestingly, 30 out of 32 of the (2)-5-decenyl acetate-sensitiveneurons adapted in the 300 pg
plume, but only 5 out of 12 neurons sensitive to a second component, (2)-7-dodecenyl acetate,
adapted when placed in these same 300 pg plumes. Thus a moth flying upwind in the 300 pg
plume may not only experience the sensation of an odor decrease when in fact there was none, but
also the sensation of blend quality may change due to the decrease in the ratio of firing of cells
sensitive to (Z)-5decenyl acetate compared to those f i g in response to (2)-7dodecenyl acetate
(Baker et al., 1988).
In G. molesta, partial adaptation of antennal neurons sensitive to (2)-8-dodecenyl acetate was
observed when the cells were challenged by rapid pulses of the complete pheromone blend, which
included the minor components (Â£)-8dodecenyacetate (6%) and (2)-8dodecenyl alcohol.
Adaptation was facilitated when the cells were chilled by about 6OC, and was characterized by an
attenuation and reduction of the cells' fluctuating output in response to 2/s pulses (Baker et al.,
1988). Adaptation occurred at the warmer temperature only when the cells were challenged with
31s or higher pulse frequencies. As in A. segetum, the adaptation appears related to an overloading or swamping of the biochemical machinery of the sensilla and receptor cells which would
otherwise adequately register and clear away pheromone after bombardment by a rapidly arriving
filament in order to get the receptor ready to accurately register the next-arriving filament. Cool
temperatures would slow down the biochemical processes involved whereas the airborne filaments
would continue to arrive on the antenna just as rapidly as at wanner temperatures. Interestingly, in
flight tunnel experiments, Linn et al. (1988) found that males become prematurely arrested in midflight more frequently in response to higher concentrations of pheromone at cooler temperatures
compared to temperatures 6 O higher. Moreover, at higher concentrations and cooler temperatures,
the specificity of response to blend ratios shifts now to blends emitting lower proportions of the E
isomer. Even the natural 6% E blend becomes deficient in evoking sustained upwind flight, and
2% E becomes optimal under these conditions. Again, the excessive concentration and subsequent
differential adaptation of component-specific receptors might thus cause not only the sensation of
an overall odor decrease when there was none, but also a change in the pheromone blend ratios,
when there was none.

These results with G. molesta are again consistent with an adaptation-induced skewing of the
neuronal ratio coding for blend quality. The fluctuating output from antennal neurons sensitive to
the Z isomer would become reduced relative to cells sensitive to the E isomer with the same plume
filaments striking the antenna simultaneously with the same frequency but at lower concentrations
(nearly 20 times lower, 6% E isomer). Thus the ratio of action potentials transmitted to higherorder neurons would be too heavily weighted in favor of E-sensitive cells when in fact the actual
ratio of molecules of E and Z had never changed. Behaviourally, blends with 2% E now become
optimal at sustaining upwind flight
Interestingly a similar shift in response specificity at higher emission rates in a wind tunnel
appears to occur in Roger BarteU's favorite moth, Epiphyas postvittana (Muggleston and Foster,
1989 these symposium proceedings). At higher concentrations males exhibit greater levels of sustained upwind flight in response to blends containing lower, unnatural percentages of the diem
component than they do at lower concentrations. Again the diene is a minor component (less than
10% in the natural blend relative to the monoene), and thus the swamping-induced adaptation of
the cells sensitive to the most abundant component in the airborne blend (the monoene) would
explain this shift (Baker et a,., 1988). Such a shift does not appear to occur in the pink bollworm,
Pectinophora gossypiella, although the temperature-related narrowing of the spectrum of blends to
which males are most sensitive indicates significant temperature effects were occurring (Linnet
al., 1988). The lack of a shift in this species' specificity of response at high concentrations and
cold temperatures is consistent with the hypothesis of sensory adaptation, because here there is not
much disparity between the abundance of the two components ( 6 0 ratio of the Z,Z to E.Z
isomers) in the airborne blend. Thus the differential adaptation of one class of receptors is not to

be expected, only the concurrent adaptation of both classes and the corresponding narrowing of
the range of ratios to which males respond compared to at higher temperatures &inn et al., 1988).

Conclusion
Recent behavioural and neurophysiological evidence points to the adaptation of antennal
neurons of moths as being responsible for the alteration of olfactory pathways and contributing to
the cessation of upwind flight under some circumstances. Adaptation may not become apparent
until the neurons are challenged with rapid pulses similar to the frequency of contact that they
would experience in a filamentous plume, and at the high concentrations or low temperatures that
promote arresunent of upwind flight. There appears to be a link between the adaptation of these
neurons due to high concentrationsand a shift in the blend ratio to which males optimally respond.
There is thus evidence for a link between blend quality and quantity due to differential adaptation,
as predicted by Kaissling (1987). There are no doubt other, longer-term effects of CNS habituation as well longer-term adaptation that may also alter in more profound ways the expression of
behaviour (Rumbo, 1983; Bartell, 1985; Bartell and Rumbo, 1986). These, especially habituation,
will be the ones which are most likely to yield effective suppression of mate location and mating
following field application of disruptants (Bartell, 1982). Our experiments dealt with far more
rapid exposures of moths and neurons to pulsed pheromone stimulation than Roger Bartell's.
Appropriately, however, our work, coupled with other recent behavioural findings (Ufstedt et al.,
1985; Linn et al., 1988; Muggleston and Foster, 1989) similarly brings together many of the very
same elements of blend quality, quantity, habituation and adaptation that so fascinated this fine
scientist
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